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Introduction

Plasma-based Cleansing Techniques for Biopharmaceutical Research:

Recently, IonField Systems™ introduced the TipCharger™, a device that generates a self-contained, low-temperature,
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Background and early studies

discusses the mechanism and application behind this
revolutionary cleaning and sterilizing method.

Background and Early Studies
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Recent Developments: Atmospheric-Pressure ‘Cold’ Plasma
Although originally reported by Werner von Siemens in 1857 as a method for generating ozone, the t
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dissociation and ionization of the plasma constituents are
critical in the formation of reactive radicals and ions. In
laymen’s terms, the various species and mechanisms of
action provide for both electrophilic and nucleophilic
attack of organics at the molecular level (Figure 3).
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introduced cold plasma technology to the lab as a safe,
reliable and practical cleaning method using the
TipCharger system.
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The metastable species are readily pipetted in and out of a
pipette when the opening of the pipette tip is within the
plasma field (Figures 4 and 5).

purchase, storage, use and disposal are dramatically
decreased when using the TipCharger. Plasma cleaning
does not simply dilute contaminants, but removes them at
a molecular level, with the important benefit of eliminating
contamination and carryover and improving overall
process results.
In summary, integrating cold plasma cleaning technology
within automated laboratories offers an opportunity to
deliver better science as well as increase the efficiency and
productivity of liquid handling processes.

Figure 5. Plasma Cleaning Action In and Around A Pipet Tip

Figure 6. Artist’s Drawing of Plasma Cleaning Action While
Tips Are Inserted into TipCharger Cleaning Station

Figure 4 Plasma Cleaning Action In and Around A Pipet Tip

This technique will actively cleanse the inner, wetted
surfaces of liquid transfer devices such as cannulae, pin
The TipCharger System is protected by multiple patents and patents pending. Copyright 2009 All Rights Reserved.
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Integrating the TipCharger into Automated Assays
Provides the Following Benefits:

About the TipCharger™

Confidence	


The TipCharger Cleaning System
replaces existing wash stations and
easily integrates with most existing
and new automation platforms. The
system utilizes a low temperature,
atmospheric
pressure
plasma
process that cleans metal and
plastic pipette tips and pin tools.
Treated surfaces are clean, dry and
have uniform surface properties.

	

	

	


	

	

	


Cost Benefit	
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TipCharger cleans better than any other washing
technology - in most applications the TipCharger will
clean to background, so there is no difference between
plasma cleaning and a new tip.
TipCharger can save up to 98% on the cost of the
disposable tips and extends the life of fixed tips.
Incorporating the TipCharger System can result in a
time savings of 10-30 seconds for every microplate
processed or rack of tips cleaned.

Convenience	

 Clear away the clutter and save time: Integrating the
	

	

	


	

	

	


TipCharger System eliminates the need to store cases
of new pipette tips and dispose of racks of hazardous
used tips.

The TipCharger cleaning process
reduces the incidence of microbubble formation and other random
surface effects that degrade liquid
handling precision and accuracy,
even with new disposable tips.
IonField Systems’ TipCharger
improves the reproducibility of
process results, shortens automation
cycle times, reduces the number of
lost
runs,
and
eliminates
environmental waste and liquid
handling disposables. The overall
result is increased confidence in
results and a more effective and
productive laboratory operation.

TipCharger Plasma Cleaning Stations
Available in 8, 96 and 384 channel versions
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About IonField Systems™

IonField Systems is an advanced
technology company focused on the
development of state-of-the-art
pipette tip cleaning for life science
laboratory research applications.
IonField Systems provides on-site
technical support services to assist
laboratories in rapidly integrating
the
system
into
day-to-day
operations.
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